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Learn to play chess the fun and easy way while you learn what it takes to be successful in life. One

Move at a Time reveals 20 proven ways to succeed at the game of kings - or at anything else you

desire. It uses kid- and teen-friendly language to teach you fun, simple ways to memorize how the

game is set up and how the pieces move; the "smart start" that gains you a quick advantage from

your first few moves; seven strategies to turn beginning players into fast winners; and how to go for

"the big win". Plus, you'll learn 20 life lessons you can take from the chessboard to make you a

success at everything you do.
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While this book is focused on the game of chess, it teaches a lot more than that. Strategic thinking,

learning to mobilize your resources, and learning to think ahead to multiple potential outcomes are

not just great skills for chess players, but for business professionals, leaders, and any individual

who wants to realize his or her full potential. What makes Orrin's approach to teaching chess great

is that he makes it easy and fun to learn the game, but by the time you finish you have also seen

how important those skills are to life. Learn from Orrin and you'll not only have a new skill for

recreation, but also a new and powerful way of looking at and engaging with the world around you.

A great book that is fun to read! It has probably improved my chess game, it has certainly improved

my enjoyment of the game. Excellent method for learning tactics. Mr. Hudson draws analogies



between the game and life. Very real thoughts, ideas, and calls to action that keep the reader

moving through the pages. Even if you're not a die-hard chess fan, it's very relevant to the times &

world we live in. I've recommended this to everyone I know as the best book I've read all year. Very

well done!

One Move At A Time by Orrin C. Hudson is brilliantly written.I highly recommend everyone to read

it.This book holds life lessons for for adults as well as children.Radio Host--Anna Stephenson.

This book is pretty good for learning how to play chess. I bought it for my nephew, but of course I

must read before I pass it on. So far for learning chess, I'm enjoying the format and knowledge on

how to play this game. I hope my nephew enjoys as well.

I must say that this book is better than other book on the market right now. This book gave me ideas

and strategies that I didnâ€™t know exist to win a game. I have learned in this book that you don't

have to be a genius to start playing it, but you must be able to understand the rules and strategies

that are required if you are to stand any chance of winning this game and winning in life. This eBook

is designed to give you an overview of the basic rules, the moves each piece can make legally,

terminology that you need to learn to make all the right moves. This only means that this book is

more informative and contains more techniques that would turn a beginner into a Chess master. I

like how each techniques are detailed and well explained in this book. I'm glad to have read this

book!

One Move at a Time is exactly what we as adults need to do to change the results in our society. I

admire the courage and tenaciousness of Orrin Hudson as he teaches and mentors kids in schools

across American in how to learn moves in chess, in order to learn how to make better choices in life.

Bravo, Orrin, for sticking to it and developing character in so many kids. Don't just buy this book and

give it to a child or a teenager. Sit down, spend some time with them, and do what Orrin does ~

mentor them and show them respect and friendship.

This book is a must read for anyone and any age who would like to improve their life for the better!

Very easy read but packed with powerful information on the "moves" we make in our lives. You owe

it to yourself and your love ones to share these amazing "life changing" ideas !!



Orrinâ€™s book is a must-read for anyone who wants to make the right moves in this chess game of

life. (I believe so much in Orrin's message that my writing partner, Bob Rivenbark, and I wrote an

award-winning screenplay about him called "Every Move Counts." We hope to find a producer

interested in making a difference the way Orrin has.) Orrin's book teaches how to play and win at

chess, as well as in life, in a reader-friendly way. So make the right move, treat yourself to this book,

buy one for all the kids in your life, and play chess together!
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